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the underlying cause of this issue could be issues with the onedrive server, the
entire microsoft account your are using, or any onedrive-connected computers. if
you are having trouble opening a onedrive document, check the messages you

are receiving when you try to open the file: be aware of potential phishing
messages you may be receiving from onedrive, since hackers may try to trick you

into giving them your login credentials, or steal your personal information. you
may also see a message that says something like "someone has told you that this

file is from someone else's onedrive. unless you trust this person and want to
continue collaborating with them, it is safer to stay in protected view. if you

receive an error message, please contact onedrive support. the file was opened
from an internet location - when you see the message in protected view that says
be careful - files from the internet can contain viruses. unless you need to edit, it's

safer to stay in protected view., the file is being opened from the internet. files
from the internet can have viruses and other harmful content embedded in them.
we recommend you only edit the document if you trust its contents. this wikihow
teaches you how to use the office app and internet browser to open a protected

excel worksheet, as well as how to crack the password for an encrypted excel file.
in most cases, removing a password from an editing-locked worksheet inside of an
excel file is fast and easy! but if you need a password to even open the file, things

get a bit tricky. there's no legitimate way to decrypt an excel workbook without
using a password cracker, which can be a very resource-intensive process,

depending on the complexity of the password. still, it's worth a try!
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easeus easy restore does exactly what it is advertised to do. i was able to open
my word document with my password, which was protected because the user i

was protecting it for had lost her password. it's not as in depth as other products
on the market, but it did the job for me. i saved the file to my desktop without

running into any issues. i had a lot of documents that i need to trust from friends
and i had to deal with a lot of problems. this software is very easy to use and is

very effective. it can repair corrupt documents and files which can't be opened. if
you are trying to open an excel file on mac os x that opens the message "excel
cannot open the file because the file format or file extension is not valid," try

these workarounds: disable screen saver while opening the file. try to disable the
screen saver for a short while and then enable it again. secondly, if the file has not
yet opened, move your mouse to the top right corner, and double-click the icon of

the file that appears. thirdly, download and install the latest update for the
microsoft office app. if you are still having trouble opening the file, then send it to

us at help to let us help you fix the issue. you can either email the file in its
current location, or let us know where you want to have it saved before it opens

so that we can save it for you. be careful - email attachments can contain viruses.
unless you need to edit, it's safer to stay in protected view. - when you see the

message in protected view that says be careful - email attachments can contain
viruses., the file was received from a potentially unsafe sender. we recommend

you only edit the document if you trust its contents. 5ec8ef588b
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